


A window to Iranian literature,
A gateway to world literature

TUTI Books (a division for children and YA at Fatemi Publishing Co.) based 
in Tehran, Iran, is solely dedicated to publishing high-quality content 
for children and young adults across the world. TUTI's endeavors in this 
regard are backed by Iran's rich history of culture and literature, which 
has always had a tremendous amount to offer. TUTI Books is proud to be 
among the handful of publishers in Iran who are active in this field on a 
global scale.
Moreover, as introducing world literature to Iranian children and young 
adults is a big part of TUTI's mission, we are constantly looking for and 
acquiring selective titles from all over the world to further tighten the 
cultural ties between nations.
 
TUTI is the Persian word for "Parrot"; a bird that is rooted deeply in Iranian 
literature and is known for uttering fascinating stories.



Rewritten by Afsaneh Shabannejad
Illustrated by Ghazaleh Bigdeloo
32 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available

The hungry mouse of our story knows no limits when it comes to eating! He will eat 
all and everything that he sees and has no intention of stopping, yet he doesn’t seem 
very much brave at all! He needs to be stopped before he does any more damage...

“The Hungry Mouse” is an Old Iranian folktale that revolves around greed. It helps 
children to understand that although “wanting more” is not necessarily a bad thing, 
it should not turn into greed and hurting others.
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Rewritten by Afsaneh Shabannejad
Illustrated by Mohammad-Hossein Matak
32 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available

The howling wind and the lashing rain destroy Auntie Rook’s house. Now that she 
and her chick have to find a place to stay, why not go to Tippler’s house which is built 
strongly among the rocks, and wind and rain can do no harm to it! But will Tippler let 
them stay? Where would they sleep in her house?

“Tippler and the Crow” is an Old Iranian folktale that takes on the concept of being 
careful and thinking ahead of time, so as to not regret the consequences. Helping 
each other in times of need is another theme of the story since no one should get 
through their problems alone.
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Rewritten by Mohammad Reza Shams
Illustrated by Fatemeh Khosravian
32 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available

Baldy is a lazy boy who likes nothing more than staying at home and eating food! 
His mother decides to make him go outside so that he would find something to do 
and make something out of himself. Baldy ends up in the castle of a beast and has to 
outsmart him. Would a lazy boy like him be able to do such a thing?!

“The Lazy Baldy and The Foolish Beast” is an Old Iranian folktale that helps children 
learn about motivation and their true potential. Anyone is smart and skillful if they 
just have the right motivation to achieve what they have in mind.

New
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Rewritten by Mohammad Reza Shams
Illustrated by Hamideh Khosravian
32 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available

“Golden Hair” is a sweet and kind girl that lives with her bitter stepmother and 
spoiled stepsister. They never treat her well and make her do everything around the 
house. While cleaning a fish one day, she asks Golden Hair to let her go and in return, 
she would grant any wish that she has...

“The Magic Fish” is an Old Iranian folktale that revolves around the concept of 
kindness and forgiveness. It helps children to understand that by doing good deeds 
to others, they are doing themselves a favor and that kindness returns home!

New
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Imagine having a house with eight doors. I think you would sometimes forget to 
close all the doors! But I hope to God that if you ever forget to close one – just like 
the story of “Namaki’ where she forgot to close the eighth door – the same thing 
that happened to her doesn’t happen to you and a beast doesn’t enter your house! 
Now Namaki has to figure out a way to throw the beast out the house...

“Namaki” is an Old Iranian folktale that tries to convey the importance of wit and 
intelligence in solving one’s problems. Through this story, children learn that no 
matter how big and serious a problem seems, there’s always a way out.

Rewritten by Mohammad Reza Shams
Illustrated by Zahra Mohamadnezhad
32 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available
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On a stormy night, Auntie Oldie’s door knocks several times. Many different animals 
come to her and ask her for shelter during the storm. Would she accept to let them 
stay the night? What about the day after?

“Auntie Oldie” is an Old Iranian folktale that advocates one of the pillars of the Iranian 
culture, namely hospitality. This story helps children to understand the importance 
of being kind and hospitable to others, especially in times of need.

Rewritten by Afsaneh Shabannejad
Illustrated by Maneli Manuchehri
32 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available
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Auntie Beetle leaves her father’s house to decide who she wants to marry. She meets 
several people, but not everyone is gentle enough for her to fall in love with. She’s 
looking for someone that would treat her well, even when they face problems...

“Auntie Beetle” is an Old Iranian folktale that is considered very progressive for its 
time. It has a feministic approach to the matter of marriage and tells the story of 
a girl who doesn’t wait for true love to find her and seeks to find what she truly 
deserves.

Rewritten by Mohammad Reza Shams
Illustrated by Hoda Haddadi
32 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available
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Once upon a time, an old couple lived together. They had a good life but had no 
children. One day, when the old lady was cleaning a bowl of peas, she saw a tiny little 
girl named “Little Pea”. She wanted to be their daughter.

Little Pea went to play outside, but she and her friends lost track of time and were far 
from home. This was the perfect opportunity for the beast to take them home and 
eat them. Do you think a tiny girl like Little Pea would be able to defeat a giant beast?

“Little Pea and the Sneaky Beast” is an Old Iranian folktale that concentrates on the 
true potentials and abilities of children regardless of any factors. Little Pea is tiny and 
different, but that by no means is enough reason that she wouldn’t be able to defeat 
even the biggest threats!

Rewritten by Αsadollah Shaban
Illustrated by Ali Boozari
32 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available
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The king’s son has become big and strong and nobody is a match to him in horse 
riding and archery. But when he shoots and breaks an old woman’s oil bottle, she 
says to him: “I will not curse you since you’re the only child of the king, but I hope 
you fall in love with the Orange girl!” You may say “That’s a good thing! The prince is 
lucky!” but… They say that the Orange girl lives beyond the mountains in the magic 
land… Anyone that has gone there never returned…

Rewritten by Asadollah Shabani
Illustrated by Mahkameh Shabani
32 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available
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Nobody knew where Uncle Nowruz  lived! People opened their windows and doors 
happily, or ran to the plains to watch his arrival.

But there was a person who wanted to meet Uncle Nowruz more than anybody 
else. Every year, she swept the yard and sat by the Haft-Seen table waiting for him. 
But what about Uncle Nowruz? Does he meet everyone? Does he come in person 
and sit by the Haft-Seen table for real?

Rewritten by Asadollah Shabani
Illustrated by Hemadeddin Javadzad
32 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available

New
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Papa makes dolls in his workshop. This time around, he has made a unique doll... 
one that is different from all his previous creations.

The doll, however, suddenly goes missing. Papa looks everywhere for her; from the 
barbershop and the shoemaker's store to the flower shop and the ice cream shop. 
There is no trace of the doll. Until...

"Lili, Where Are You?" aims to help children cope with loss and loneliness, as well as 
strengthen the skills of observation and problem-solving in children.

Written and Illustrated by
Taravat Jalali Farahani
32 pages, 21 x 28cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available
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Written by Shahrzad Shahrjerdi
Illustrated by Ghazal Fatholahi
32 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
Rights sold: Spanish, Dutch

The story of a crying girl whose brother suddenly tells her to pack their things and 
leave their house. Under the fire of guns and tanks, her brother tells her that they 
are going on a trip. He describes their journey as an adventure and asks her little 
sister to remain brave and strong since that’s how explorers are supposed to be.

They reach the sea and become sailors. Their boat sinks and they become fish. They 
survive, no matter what.

“You Are an Explorer” is a brief take on the devastating issue of war, refugees, and 
asylum seekers. A story about the people – particularly kids – who have fallen victims 
to the ugliness of war and yet pursue their right to a better future.

New
2020



Written by Babak Saberi
Illustrated by Mahsa Hedayati
36 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available

Two brothers share a single room and the younger one is frustrated with this 
situation; with the fact that he has to climb to the upper bed, that his brother is 
messy, and that his parents never take his side just because he’s younger.

The story takes an interesting turn when the older brother leaves to fight in a war. 
Everything then changes around the house and the boy begins to understand what 
his brother really means to him.

“My Annoying Brother” helps children to understand and appreciate the true value 
behind the things that may seem not to carry a significant value at the time.

New
2020
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A little chick is afraid of a rhino. She constantly covers her eyes and asks him to go 
away. After all, he’s much bigger and that scares her. But is that enough reason to be 
scared of someone? A kind heart comes in all shapes and sizes!

“Ask the Rhino to Leave!” is an instance of seemingly improbable friendships. It helps 
kids to look beyond the apparent and get to know people’s intents and inner selves.

Written by Azam Mahdavi
Illustrated by Pedram Kazeroni
32 pages, 21 x 21cm
Age 4+
Rights sold: Spanish

New
2020



Momo really wants to find a friend, but it’s not easy for him to do this at all. Because, 
you know...

Momo is a little bit, just a little bit strange. “Momo, the Strange Cat” is a story about 
friendship. It helps children to understand what it takes to make friends and how 
they should act on their needs.

Written & Illustrated by
Morteza Rokhsatpanah
32 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available
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Cookie is unhappy with his “big” ears. He decides to wear a mask over his head to hide 
them. Everyone is amazed by his “brilliant idea” and decides to the same. They’re 
all hiding something they dislike about themselves, yet no one is distinguishable 
anymore! This outcome makes Cookie ponder...

“What a Brilliant Idea!” is a story about self-esteem, self-image, and self-acceptance. 
It helps children to understand that no matter how they look like, difference is 
beautiful and beauty is different.
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Written & Illustrated by
Narjes Mohammadi
32 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
Rights sold: Greek, Spanish



The Open-Ended Stories
Written by Ahmad Akbarpour
Illustrator by Mahnaz Soleiman nejad
Chapter Book / Age 10+
World Rights Available

The five title series of "The Open-Ended Stories" is full of animals, people and 
unpredictable adventures; a kid grows a tail, and a sparrow loses her chirps. The 
writer has come up with three different endings for each story, but the fourth ending 
is of much more importance. It must be written by the reader. Who knows! The best 
endings written by children might even become a separate book under their own name!

Book titles:

 Taxi for the Honorable Chickens

 Don't open the letter, Crow!

 Don't Look at My Tail!

 The Unwanted Guests

 On My Command: Bark Bark Bark!

ISBN: 978-622-6011-43-3

قیمت: 15000 تومان

را  روبی راننده آژانس است و به جز سگ، همه 
سوار می کند. او هر وقت مرغ و خروس و جوجه ها 
را می بیند آب از لب ولوچه اش سرازیر می شود. 
او  نمی شوند.  او  ماشین  سوار  هیچ وقت  آن ها 
بیکار نمی نشیند و نقشه های خطرناک می کشد. 
سگ هم که با روباه دشمنی دارد، یک نقشه ی 
موفق  کدامشان  می کشد.  او  برای  خطرناک 
می شوند؟ این داستان چند پایان دارد. شما هم 
می توانید به پیروزی یا شکست آن ها کمک کنید. 
بیایید توی داستان. یک پایان هم شما بنویسید.

Taxi for the 
Honorable 
Chickens

Written by
Ahmad Akbarpour
Illustrator by

Mahnaz Soleiman nejad

The
 Open Ende 

Stories

ISBN: 978-622-6011-45-7

قیمت: 15000 تومان

اگر یک پسربچه ی واقعی ُدم دربیاورد و متوجه شود 
که یک جادوگر او را طلسم کرده چه اتفاقی می افتد؟ 
معلوم است که او بیکار نمی نشیند. باالخره همه چیز 
برعکس می شود؛ او صاحب طلسم جادویی می شود. 
می تواند از همکالسی هایش که او را مسخره کرده اند 
انتقام بگیرد یا کارهای دیگری انجام دهد. شما باید 
کمکش کنید. بیایید توی داستان. یک پایان هم شما 

بنویسید.

Don’t Look 
at My Tail!

Written by Ahmad Akbarpour
Illustrator by Mahnaz Soleiman nejad

The
 Open Ende 

Stories

ISBN: 978-622-6011-79-2

قیمت: 15000 تومان

سگ، پادشاه می شود و دستورهای عجیبی صادر 
تا  را مجبور می کند  حیوانات  او همه ی  می کند. 
واق واق کنند و استخوان بخورند. بعد از مدتی 
و...  گنجشک  و  خرس  و  شیر  و  گربه  و  کالغ 
تصمیم می گیرند پادشاه را عوض کنند. به نظر 
مناسب  پادشاهی  برای  االغ  حیوانی مثل  شما 
است یا حیوانی مثل تنبل؟ شما حق رأی دارید. 
بیایید توی داستان. یک پایان هم شما بنویسید. 

On My Command:
Bark Bark Bark!

Written by
Ahmad Akbarpour
Illustrator by

Mahnaz Soleiman nejad

The
 Open Ende 

Stories

ISBN: 978-622-6011-46-4

قیمت: 15000 تومان

داستان قدیمی مهمان های ناخوانده که یادتان هست؟ 
توی این داستان یک فرق اساسی دارد. آن جا گنجشک 
به پیرزن می گفت: »من که جیک جیک می کنم برات... 
توی  ولی  برم؟«  بذارم  برات...  می کنم  کوچیک  تخم 
قصه ی ما، گنجشک یک کلمه هم حرف نمی زند. پیرزن 
که دلش می خواهد همین چیزها را به او بگوید سرش 

داد می کشد و او قهر می کند.
باید همراه پیرزن برویم توی جنگل و از کنار شیر و گرگ 
و پلنگ رد شویم. نترسید. بیایید توی داستان. یک پایان 

هم شما بنویسید.

 The Unwanted 
Guests

Written by
Ahmad Akbarpour
Illustrator by

Mahnaz Soleiman nejad

The
 Open Ende 

Stories

ISBN: 978-622-6011-57-0

قیمت: 15000 تومان

آقا کالغه سال های سال نامه رسان جنگل است. 
یک بار خانمش از او می خواهد تا یکی از نامه ها 
را  نامه ها  از  یکی  اولین بار  برای  او  کنند.  باز  را 
که  می شوند  متوجه  وای.  می کند.  باز  دزدکی 
نامه ی آقا خرسه برای خانم خرسه است. آن ها 
می خواهند با هم ازدواج کنند. آقا کالغه پشیمان 
او  اگر  بگیرد.  دشواری  تصمیم  باید  و  می شود 
آیا  آقا خرسه تعریف کند،  برای  را  همه ی ماجرا 
او را درسته قورت نمی دهد؟ این داستان چند 
پایان دارد. شما هم برای این مشکل، راه حلی 
هم  پایان  یک  داستان.  توی  بیایید  کنید.  پیدا 

بنویسید. شما 

Don’t open 
the letter, 

Crow!

Written by
Ahmad Akbarpour
Illustrator by

Mahnaz Soleiman nejad

The
 Open Ende 

Stories
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Beyond the Sea of the Dead
Written by Ma’soumeh Miraboutalebi
Young Adult Novel
World Rights Available

The Snow and The Sun;
The Story of Bijan and Manijeh
Written by Farhad Hasanzadeh
Young Adult Novel
World Rights Available

Edson Arantes Do Nascimento
and his Himalayan Rabbit
Written by Jamshid Khanian
Young Adult Novel
World Rights Available

Too much backbiting on a boy and his 
uncle! How is that even possible?! 
People say that his uncle is an 
addict and that there are ghosts in 
their house. Obviously something’s 
wrong with someone who lives 
behind a morgue in the “Ghost Ville” 
neighborhood. Afshin has got to 
figure everything out and learn what 
kind of a creature cries “En Noogi” 
out loud in their house!

When Bijan - the young Iranian hero - 
sets on a journey to fight and capture 
the wild boars, by destiny's hand, 
he falls in love with Manijeh, the 
daughter of Afrasiab of Turan, and 
the love story of the two beloveds 
begins. A love between the snow and 
the sun…

In this book, Farhad Hasanzadeh, the 
skillful writer of children's and young 
adult books, has recreated the story 
of "Bijan and Manijeh" of Ferdowsi's 
"Shahnameh" (The Book of Kings) for 
teenagers in an artistic and simple 
manner.

Everything started by drawing a spiraling 
curve; just when "Edson Arantes Do 
Nascimento" and his Himalayan rabbit 
wandered about the writer's story and 
made a mess. It was supposed to be a real 
story with real people and real names, but 
as Edson Arantes Do Nascimento and his 
Himalayan rabbit made their way into the 
writers mind, fiction and reality got mixed 
up…

Jamshid Khanian has written yet another 
meticulous story for teens and even many 
adults, in which he takes a different look 
on a historical disaster, namely the Cinema 
Rex fire.



Written by Azam Mahdavi
Illustrator by Sahar Daneshi
32 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available

A story of love, enchantment, and separation. Two inseparable sisters find 
themselves in a bitter situation after a witch curses one of them.  Can the power of 
love help reunite them?

“The Thousand-Woodpecker Valley” is a story in appreciation of love. It helps 
children to understand the power of love and kindness in overcoming the problems 
in life and creating a common understanding between people.
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Written by Nazanin Abbasi
48 pages, 21 x 26cm
Age 4+
Rights sold: Spanish

Everything goes well in nature until the day when a human, a woodcutter, comes 
into the forest. He wants to build a house for himself and with that in mind, he winds 
up destroying the houses of the squirrel, the fox, the woodpecker, the hippo and 
other animals. But a flood ends up carrying his house away.

The animals lose their homes and are sad and the man loses his home and all his 
possessions in the flood. The animals have compassion for him and he realizes his 
mistake. He comes to realize in fact, that the forest is for everyone; for the squirrel, 
the fox, the woodpecker, the bear and for humans too.

 Magnificent wordless Origami book, completely made by two
professional artists and photographed by a great photographer.



Written by Payam Ebrahimi
Illustrated by Reza Dalvand
32 pages, 22/2 x 28/6cm
Age 5+
Rights sold: Korean, French, Turkish

Ace

Written by Payam Ebrahimi            Illustrated by Reza Dalvand

BOLOGNA
CHILDREN’S
BOOK
FAIR

For many generations, everyone in Abtin’s family was a champion of one sports 
or another. But he has no resemblance to the rest of his family. He was neither 
an athlete, nor even liked to be one. His family was totally disappointed with him, 
especially his dad. He tried very hard to turn his son into a champion, but Abtin has 
his own way to make the family proud!

Sharjah 
Children’s 
Illustration 
Exhibition

2018

International Youth Library

The White Ravens I 2019
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Written & Illustrated by
Reza Dalvand
28 pages, 22 x 19cm
Age 2+
Rights sold: Japanese, French, Turkish

A little girl does not like spaghetti. When she sees that mother has made spaghetti 
for dinner, she sulks and leaves the table. Doesn’t mother know that she doesn’t like 
spaghetti and salad? But mother says, “These dishes are not really spaghetti and 
salad!”

In this story, the mother uses her creativity and imagination in the art of decorating 
and presenting food in appetizing animal shapes to delight her child. 



Written by Farhad Hasanzadeh
Illustrated by Ghazaleh Bigdelou
32 pages, 22 x 28cm
Age 6+
Rights Sold: Chinese, Korean, Spanish

There are two hours left before the arrival of the New Year, and everyone is trying to 
finish up last minute errands in the hustle and bustle of cars in the street and people 
carrying goldfish home for their Haft-Seen Tables.

Ardalan wants to get his hair cut. Atousa is ringing the doorbell at the seamstress, 
to pick up her new dress. The florist’s son and daughter walk down the alley to 
bypass the crowds and get home to their Haft-Seen Table in time for the New Year 
festivities.

Sh
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Written by Hamid Abazari
Illustrated by Maryam Tahmasebi
44 pages, 22 x 22cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available

Nimblequick spins and swirls everything around him. The goblins are fed up with his 
behavior and they always tell him, “I hope the Bogeyman gets you, Nimblequick!” 
Their hopes finally play out and Nimblequick gets carried away by a tornado and 
lands in the hands of a Bogeyman in the land of the Bogeymen. Everything seems 
fine at first, and Nimblequick is happy but little by little his spinning gets him into 
trouble.

This is a very funny story about the development of children’s skills but with the 
message that energies must be guided in the right direction.



Written by Maryam Fayazi
Illustrated by Mahboobeh Yazdani
32 pages, 22 x 28cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available

The kittens spent every New Year at their grandmother’s Haft-Seen Table and received 
gifts from her, but this year will be a little different from the past years. This year, 
grandmother plans instead to visit her grandchildren for the New Year.  The kittens 
want to set a beautiful Haft-Seen Table for her and so they join hands together to make 
preparations for the table. They buy all of the items for their Haft-Seen Table except 
the Samanoo pudding, because every store they went to, was all out of Samanoo.

Yes! And this is where the difficulties begin!

 Haft-Seen (The Seven S’s) is a tabletop arrangement of seven symbolic items traditionally 
displayed at Nowruz, the Iranian new year. The Haft-Seen Table includes seven items 
all starting with the letter Seen (S in Persian). Such as Seer (garlic) or Seeb (Apple) ...
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The Boxer
Hassan  Mousav i

The boxer boxed and boxed and boxed…
By the boxing gloves which were left from his father,
he boxed everything, the clouds,
tall buildings and wide mountains.
He boxed everything until someday …

A Division for Children and YA 
Fatemi Publishing co.

Written & Illustrated by
Hasan Mousavi
32 pages, 22 x 27
Age 5+
Rights Sold: Korean, Arabic, Chinese

He was a professional boxer who loved to box because it made him feel powerful. 
But the day came when there was nothing left for him to box, no one applauded for 
him or praised him or came to watch him anymore. One day, he began to think about 
his loneliness and his worn-out gloves and he wondered why his boxing no longer 
made people or even himself happy...

The White Ravens

International Youth Library

GRAND PRIX BIB
2019



A Division for Children and YA 
Fatemi Publishing co.

Paper Boat
Anahita Teymourian

Rira was not a 
paper boat.
It was a piece of 
newspaper.
On a shiny day, 
I had bought 
it from a news 
stand. It was its 
fault.
It was more 
ostentatious than 
others. 

Written & Illustrated by
Anahita Teymourian
32 pages, 21 x 21cm
Age 5+
Rights sold: Turkish

Do you think a newspaper remains a newspaper forever?  Anahita Taymourian’s 
newspaper could have collected moisture and worn away on the kitchen windowsill, 
but she does not let that happen…

She cherishes her newspaper named Berni, because she understands its messages 
of friendship and kindness on each line. She makes him into a paper boat that sails 
over all of the imaginary seas in the world. Berni loves to sail until the day when he 
learns to fly...
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A Division for Children and YA 
Fatemi Publishing co.

Written by Payam Ebrahimi
Illustrated by Mahboobeh Yazdani

What to Wear?For the celebration of the new year, Sara must wear 
something that shows what she wants to be when 
she grows up: a dressmaker who makes clothes for 
everyone, an astronaut who goes to the stars, a 
strong firefighter in red, a pirate who has the maps 
to all the treasures, or … what will she choose? 

Written by Payam Ebrahimi
Illustrated by Mahboobeh Yazdani
32 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
Rights Sold: Chinese

There is a New Year party at Sarah’s kindergarten. All the kids were supposed to 
wear a costume that represents their favorite future job. Sarah asks: “what should 
I wear?”. She thinks about different jobs but she cannot make a decision, until one 
day something happens that guides her to find a fascinating dress...

Biennial of 
Illustration 

Bratislava 2017



DORSA PUBLISHING
Children & Young Adults

$11.99 US/18.95$ CDN
ISBN:978-1-910328-02-6

Written by Ahmad Akbarpour
Illustrated by Hamideh Khosravian

Needletooth is the most handsome mouse in the world. Many 
mice want to marry him, but he has decided to marry the 
strongest creature in the world. He wears his suit and gets 
ready for the marriage proposal.
He first proposes to the Sun. The Sun is delighted but says 
that the Cloud is much stronger than she is. Needletooth is 
surprised. As soon as he sees the Cloud, he proposes to her. 
The Cloud says that the Wind is stronger than she is...
What will happen to him? Can he find the strongest creature 
in the world? We should all go to their wedding if he finds the 
strongest creature.

Written by Ahmad Akbarpour
Illustrated by Hamideh Khosravian
32 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available

Once upon a time, there was a mouse called Sharptooth who was the bravest mouse 
in the whole wide world.

Many of the lady mice dreamed of becoming his wife, but he would always say, 
“No, no, I want to marry the strongest creature in the world.” The lady mice would 
look at him with longing. Sharptooth would go past them quickly and say to himself, 
“Imagine me marrying a teensy mouse! Ugh!”

Follow our story to find out who he marries with... 

“Wedding with the Sun” is retold from an ancient Iranian folk tale. The story familiarizes 
children with natural phenomena and their power and effects in a satirical narration.
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I’m a Scarecrow,
but I’m Scared

I’m
 a Scarecrow, but I’m

 Scared

$11.99 US/18.95$ CDN
ISBN:978-1-910328-02-6

Written by Ahmad Akbarpour
Illustrated by Maryam Tahmasebi

A farmer makes a really ugly scarecrow, but the scarecrow doesn’t 
want to scare away the animals. He wants to be friends with them!

But who wants to be friends with an ugly scarecrow?

A Division for Children and YA 
Fatemi Publishing co.

Written by Ahmad Akbarpour
Illustrated by Maryam Tahmasebi
36 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 5+
World Rights Available

Once upon a time, a farmer wished to make the ugliest and most horrible scarecrow 
in the world. He placed it at the top of a small hill in the middle of his farm. The 
scarecrow did not want to scare anyone, but everyone ran when they saw him. 
However, there were lots of things that scared our scarecrow. Darkness frightened 
him; he was scared when he heard something rustle; and his loneliness made him 
scared. Therefore, he had to find a friend as soon as possible.

But who would make friends with an ugly scarecrow? 



 Written by Babak Saberi  Illustrated by Shabnam chaichian 

The black crow goes on a trip!
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what do you think a crow will take 
with him when he goes on a trip? A 

suitcase? Warm clothes? A flashlight? 
A bag? Definitely not. Don’t even think 

of such things.
If you wish to know what crows need 

while travelling, come along and 
accompany our black crow.

DORSA PUBLISHING
Children & Young Adults

$11.99 US/18.95$ CDN
ISBN:978-1-910328-02-6

Written by Babak Saberi
Illustrated by Shabnam Chaichian
24 pages, 21 x 21cm
Age 4+
Rights Sold: Spanish, Portuguese, Arabic, and Chinese

What should you take with you when you go on a trip? A suitcase full of clothes? 
Or canned food? How about a pair of sunglasses? Or maybe a pair of sneakers? 
Now, what do you think a crow would take with him? A backpack? Warm clothes? A 
flashlight? Definitely not. 

If you want to know what crows need while travelling, come along and accompany 
our black crow. 
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Written by Mostafa Khoraman 
Illustrated by Sara Khoraman 

Mr. Frog has a magic wand and can make any wishes 
come true. Some animals wish to be big and strong 
while others wish to be small,so they can creep 
inside any holes. Now it is Mr. Frog’s turn to fulfil 
the wishes. Three, two, and one…! There you are!

But the result was not as they wished for...

DORSA PUBLISHING
Children & Young Adults

$11.99 US/18.95$ CDN
ISBN:978-1-910328-02-6

Written by Mostafa Khoraman
Illustrated by Sara Khoraman
32 pages, 21 x 21cm
Age 4+
Rights Sold: Chinese

Mr. Frog has a magic stick and can make any wish come true. Some animals wish to 
be big and strong, while others wish to be small, so they can creep inside any hole. 
First, ladybird wishes to be a hundred times bigger. Then the turtle wants to be 
smaller. And some animals want to stay the way they are.

Now it is Mr. Frog’s turn to fulfill his wishes. Three, two, and one...! There you are! 

The illustrations of this book were printed in the Bologna Book Fair Illustration 
Exhibition Catalog in 2016. The narration of the story is easy and fluent, and the 
illustrations are attractive. The story makes children think about themselves and 
their personal capabilities. 



 Written by Babak Saberi  Illustrated by Negin Ehtesabian 

Why do crickets sing? Maybe when they’re sad? Maybe 
when they’re hungry! Let’s talk to one and find out!

DORSA PUBLISHING
Children & Young Adults

$11.99 US/18.95$ CDN
ISBN:978-1-910328-02-6
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Written by Babak Saberi
Illustrated by Negin Ehtesabian
32 pages, 21 x 21cm
Age 6+
World Rights Available

Have you ever wondered? No one has ever asked them. But someone decides to go 
out and ask the cricket.

Close your eyes and listen to his beautiful song!

The writer and the illustrator have created a poetic and imaginative story. Children 
learn to care about the beauty of nature, friendship, and respecting others. They are 
taught individual and social skills and the importance of friendship with animals. The 
artistic and eye-catching illustrations will elevate children’s aesthetic sense.

The White Ravens

International Youth Library
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The nights that you can’t sleep 
Count my sheep
They are all yours
With all their chores
Have a good sleep
Take care of my sheep.

DORSA PUBLISHING
Children & Young Adults

$11.99 US/18.95$ CDN
ISBN:978-1-910328-02-6

Written & Illustrated by
Pejman Rahimizadeh

Written & Illustrated by
Pejman Rahimizadeh
28 pages, 20 x 26cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available

Sleep Full of Sheep is the story of a boy who cannot sleep. He starts counting sheep 
to solve his problem. Then he falls asleep, when he suddenly wakes up hearing one 
of the sheep bleat. The sheep has lost its friends and asks for help. The boy and the 
sheep set out to find the sheep’s friends. Will they succeed? 

The beautiful illustrations help children to care about and follow their imagination. 
They come to understand how important it is to care about animals and their world.

 Childeren’s Book Council of Iran Best Book 2018.

 Hans Christin Anderson Awards 2016 (shortlisted).



Illustrated by Erich Ohser
Written by Iraj Jahanshahi
84 pages, 21 x 21cm
Age 4+
World Rights Available

Once upon a time, there was a father, and there was a son. This is not made up, 
of course. This father and his son really existed. Their adventures are sometimes 
exaggerated, often very funny, and always show the affectionate bond between 
them — no matter what crazy things happens to them! 

My Dad and I
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